1. In the locker room after the St. Francis game, are the Richmond team members demonstrating responsibility? WHY or WHY NOT?

~The Richmond team members do not demonstrate responsibility in the locker room after the game with St. Francis because all they did was yell at their team members, saying they did nothing, that they did not even try in the game.

2. What is the locker-room conversation doing to the players’ self-esteem?

~The locker room conversation between the players self-esteem was that who scored more points and who actually tried in the game.

3. What do you think motivates Coach Carter to take the low-paying coaching job?

~I think Coach Carter took this low-paying coaching job because he used to go to that school and was in basketball with his friends, and know half is friends are in jail a quarter of them are dead and he does not want that to happened to this generation.

4. What does Coach Carter say is one way to demonstrate respect to an adult? When using these terms, which type of growth is demonstrated (physical, social, emotional, intellectual?)

~One way to demonstrate respect to an adult is the say Sir when you are talking to someone older. It would be demonstrating social.

5. Cruz thinks that it is funny to stage an attack on several of the basketball players walking home from practice. The basketball players don’t think it is funny. Compare the values of the basketball players with those of Cruz.

~i think Cruz thought is it was funny to play a prank on them, but the basketballs player did not find it funny because they thought it was really happening.

6. Do you think that the contract is fair? What does your opinion say about your values?

~I think that the contract is fair because if they keep a 2.3 average then they could get a scholarship for basketball, and that they sit in front of the class for every class. I think it good that they wear a tie at every game because it shows that they are mature. They also can't back talk to the coach and the coach has very high expectations from the teammates.
7. How does Coach Carter's son Damien demonstrate perseverence in achieving his goals?

~Coach Carter's son Damien demonstrate perseverance in achieving his goals by promising his dad that he will have the highest marks in all his class.

8. After the first basketball game, what does Cruz do to try to boost his self-esteem? Does he succeed in raising his self-esteem?

~After the first basketball game Cruz quits the basketball team because Coach Carter said that they have to sign a contract if they want to stay on the basketball team. I do not think it succeed in raising his self-esteem because it just made him look like he can't commit to whatever he begins with.

9. Once Cruz asks Coach Carter if he can return to the team, how does he demonstrate self-discipline?

~Once Cruz ask Coach Carter if he can return to the team, Coach Carter makes him demonstrate self-discipline be making him do 1000 suicides and 500 push-ups.

10. What value does the team show by helping Cruz do push-ups and suicides?

~The value the team shows by helping Cruz do push-ups and suicides is that they stick as a team and if one team member suffers then all the team members suffer.

11. When the team is gathered reading the newspaper, the coach comes in and asks Battle how he sees himself. What is his response? What is Battle's self-concept (think about skills).

~Battle response is that he want to be an ESPN.

12. Rather than storming off the court, what would be a better way for Junior Battle to show his frustration? What type of growth is this (physical, social, emotional, intellectual, moral)?

~A better way for Junior Battle to show his frustration be by just telling the coach what he wanted, and if he did not get what he wanted he did not have to hit the basketball on the floor really hard and then storm out of the gym.
13. Are Kenyone and Kira loyal to each other at the dance? What types of problems does this create in their relationship?

~Kenyone and Kira are not really loyal to each other at the dance because I think they were trying to make each other jalous at the dance. I think it would cause them not to completely trust each other.

14. The team worked hard to win the tournament. What helped them win? What do they value?

~The team won the tournament because they all worked together and helped each other out. I think they value their team work together to help them get to the spot they are on right now.

15. When the players do wrong, they are required to do suicides. What stage or level of Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development does this action indicate?

~The stage or level of Kohlberg's Theory of moral Development this action indicates that the boy are not listening or doing anything right they would do suicides. It like a little punishment for them.

16. Running suicides helps you to grow. What type of growth do you experience? (physical, emotional, social, intellectual, philosophical, or chronological?)

~Suicides help you grow physically because it helps you to run faster back and forth when you have to make really quick turns.

17. What does Coach Carter value more, winning basketball games or an education? Which do you value more and why?

~I think Coach Carter value an education because if the basketball players have an education but they did not make it to basketball next year they will still have something to do in life. I think education is more important because you could always get a job or a scholarship.

18. Because Coach Carter expects that the students do well in school, they start to study and do well. How do other people’s expectations of you affect your behaviors?

~Other people expectation of you affect your behaviour because that that is what everyone wants you to be and then you slowly start to acted like that.
19. At the press conference, several of the boys are off to the side talking. Which player demonstrates that they have the values which establish character? (if you can’t remember names write down what he says)

~One of the charter’s said that “first it was just us that know that Junior failed science, but know the whole world is about to know” then they start a little fight.

20. Think about the scene with Cruz and the killing of his cousin. Why is it important to have goals and the self-discipline to achieve them?

~It is important to have goals and self-discipline to achieve them because if something did not work out then you have something to work for.

21. How does the coach demonstrate compassion towards Cruz?

~The coach demonstrate compassion towards Cruz be always ask him what you biggest fear if but Cruz could not answer that in tell he sow his cousin die in front of his eyes.

22. Do you agree with the lock-out? Why or why not?

~I do agree with the lockout because because all the team members did sign a contract that said that they have to at least pass the call even if it is a c-.

23. How did the boys grow intellectually from the lock-out? What was available to them in their environment to help them grow intellectually?

~The boys grow intellectually from from the lock out by working together to help tutor one another so that they can play basketball again. Some available to them in their environment to help them grow intellectually are that the whole community is supporting them.

24. Coach Carter stood up for what he believed in. What does this say about his character?

~It says that his character is brave and he is not afraid to take any risks in his life.

25. How does Coach Carter demonstrate Kohlberg’s post-conventional level of moral development?

~Coach carter demonstrate Kohlberg’s post conventional level of moral development because he want his players to be good.
26. How does the basketball team show that they are loyal to Coach Carter after the school board has called off the lock-out?

~The basketball team shows that they are loyal to Coach Carter after the school board has called off the lockout by moving disks into the gym and finishing all the homework that they did not do in class.

27. How has the attitude in the locker room changed from the beginning of the movie to the end of the movie?

~The attitude in the beginning of the movie and the end of the movie is completely different because in the beginning of the movie they were all yelling at each other and saying you did nothing in the game, and in the end of the movie the were all supported to all the team members on both the teams.

28. Describe the self-concept that the basketball players had at the beginning of the movie. How has the way they see themselves changed towards the end of the movie?

~In the beginning of the movie all the team member were so mean/rude to each other, and in the end of the movie they are all supportive to each other. They see themselves changed towards the end of the movie because one-be-one everyone started to follow the rules on the contract.

29. How does Coach Carter and Cruz’ personality types affect their ability to get along?

~Coach Carter and Cruz’s personality type in completely different Coach Carter is all nice and care and supportive to everyone but, Cruz is all rude at everyone even his friends. O think in the end they got along because they grow to know each other and live with it.

30. How do Kenyon and Kira’s personality types affect their ability to get along?

~Kenyon and Kira’s personality types are kind of the same so they can get along easily with each other.

How could being a talented basketball player be an inherited trait? An environmental trait? (Give an explanation for both)

~Being a talented basketball player can be an inherited trait because if you are really good then you could get scholarships and latter on in life you could be a professional basketball player. It could be an environmental trait because maybe the whole community is cheering you on, and you become one of the best basketball player in the world then it would be an environmental trait.